
Fantastic Phonics!

Week 3 – Strawberry Group



Monday 4th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Rule 1:
If the adjective already ends in e
we drop the e and then add est

Rule 2:
If the adjective has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant

we double the consonant and add est

Rule 3:
If the adjective already ends in y 

we change the y for an i and then add est

Let’s start by recapping what we’ve already learned…

A suffix is a letter or group of letters that can be added to the end of a root word.

Different suffixes have different meanings, so when you add a suffix 
to a word you change its meaning and make a new word.

We have learned all about the suffix est:

est

superlative adjective

meaning the 
most it can be 

a describing 
word



Let’s start by recapping what we’ve already learned…

We often use shortened words when we are speaking by joining two words
together and dropping one or more letters from the joined words.

This is called a contraction.

All contractions contain an apostrophe as this marks where the letters have been missed out.
We write an apostrophe in the air between the letters, not on the line.

e.g. rather than saying or writing 

I am
we could say or write

I’m



e.g. This dog belongs to Jake: 

This is Jake’s dog.

Jake owns the dog so we 
add ’s to the end of Jake.

As well as using them in contractions, we use apostrophes to show that someone owns something.

This is known as using apostrophes for possession.

When something belongs to someone or something we show that it is theirs by adding ’s to the end of the noun.

Let’s start by recapping what we’ve already learned…



This week we’re going to be learning about how to use suffixes 
to turn nouns from the singular to the plural!

A noun is a naming word.

It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

Let’s have a look at some examples:

Peter Pan London crocodile



What do the words singular and plural mean?

The noun crocodile is singular.
This means there is only one crocodile.

crocodile

The noun crocodiles is plural.
This means there is more than one crocodile.

crocodiles



Singular or plural?

Look at the following pictures and words, and decide whether you think they are singular or plural.
Remember singular means one, plural means more than one.

What do you notice about all of the plural nouns?

dogs

animals

kettle

cakes

pigs

coin



Were you right?

To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s.

Did you spot the s suffix on the nouns below?

dogs

animals

kettle

cakes

pigs

coin



Can you change each noun below from the singular to the plural by adding the suffix s?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

Let’s have a go…

Singular Plural

apple

cat

lion

hat

frog



Singular Plural

apple apples

cat cats

lion lions

hat hats

frog frogs

Did you get them all right?



Let’s have a look at our common words…

All of the common words that we are going to be practising this week are plurals.
Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

clothes birds plants

trees eggs looks



The fluffy, yellow chicks 
hatched out of the eggs 

and started to chirp.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of nouns.
Your job is to write a sentence for each noun, changing it from the singular to the plural by adding our suffix s.
When you’ve finished read through your work and highlight or underline all of the plural nouns you have used.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!
I’d also like you to draw a picture of each plural noun to show that it is more than one!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

chick



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Tricky Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If the verb ends in e we drop the e and then add ed, if the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the 
consonant and add ed, if the verb ends in y we change the y to an i and then add ed, and sometimes we have an irregular verb 

where we do something completely different i.e. run becomes ran

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Tuesday 5th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

All of the common words that we are going to be practising this week are plurals.
Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

clothes birds plants

trees eggs looks



Now let’s remind ourselves about changing nouns from singular to plural…

A noun is a naming word. It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

When there is only one noun it is singular.

When there is more than one noun it is plural.

To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s:

one dog two or more dogs



Let’s learn some rules about changing nouns from singular to plural…

To be a spelling superhero, we need to learn a few rules about changing nouns from singular to plural!
Most of the time we just add s, however…

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a hissing, buzzing or shushing sound 

such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch or sh we add es

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with f or fe (but not ff), 
we change the f or fe to a v and add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not as part of a digraph such

as oy, ay or ey) we change the y to an i and add es



Let’s have a go…
Can you change each noun below from the singular to the plural?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

Remember, if the noun 
ends in a hissing, buzzing or 

shushing sound such as 
s, ss, x, z, zz, ch or 

sh we add 
es

Singular Plural

church

fox

brush

bus

glass



Singular Plural

church churches

fox foxes

brush brushes

bus buses

glass glasses

Did you get them all right?

Remember, if the noun 
ends in a hissing, buzzing or 

shushing sound such as 
s, ss, x, z, zz, ch or 

sh we add 
es



Let’s have a go…
Can you change each noun below from the singular to the plural?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

If the noun ends with 
f or fe (but not ff), 

we change the 
f or fe to a v 
and add es

Singular Plural

knife

cliff

leaf

calf

wolf



If the noun ends with 
f or fe (but not ff), 

we change the 
f or fe to a v 
and add es

Singular Plural

knife knives

cliff cliffs

leaf leaves

calf calves

wolf wolves

Did you get them all right?



Let’s have a go…
Can you change each noun below from the singular to the plural?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

If the noun ends with a
y (not as part of a digraph 

such as oy, ay or ey)
we change the y to 
an i and add es

Singular Plural

baby

puppy

bunny

toy

family



If the noun ends with a
y (not as part of a digraph 

such as oy, ay or ey)
we change the y to 
an i and add es

Singular Plural

baby babies

puppy puppies

bunny bunnies

toy toys

family families

Did you get them all right?



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of nouns.
Your job is to change each singular noun to the plural and each plural noun to the singular using the rules we know.

Here is a reminder of the rules we have learned today:

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a hissing, buzzing or shushing sound 

such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch or sh we add es

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with f or fe (but not ff), 
we change the f or fe to a v and add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y on it’s own (not as part of a digraph 

such as oy or ay), we change the y to an i and add es



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Past Tense Penguin!

This week please 
choose Tricky Game.

We’re going to keep practising the ed suffix that you learned in school with Mrs Ward.
Click on ‘start’ and the penguin will waddle off the ice and jump into the sea to reveal a word. 

You need to decide how we are going to change that word to the past tense by clicking on the correct iceberg. 
Remember, with most verbs we just add ed, however….

If the verb ends in e we drop the e and then add ed, if the verb has a short vowel sound and ends in a consonant we double the 
consonant and add ed, if the verb ends in y we change the y to an i and then add ed, and sometimes we have an irregular verb 

where we do something completely different i.e. run becomes ran

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Wednesday 6th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

All of the common words that we are going to be practising this week are plurals.
Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

clothes birds plants

trees eggs looks



Now let’s remind ourselves about what we have learned earlier 
this week about changing nouns from singular to plural…

A noun is a naming word. It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

When there is only one noun it is singular. When there is more than one noun it is plural.
To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s:

dog

dogs



But we also learned three rules…

watch

watches

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a hissing, buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, ch or sh we add es



But we also learned three rules…

wolf

wolves

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with f or fe (but not ff), 
we change the f or fe to a v and add es



But we also learned three rules…

puppy

puppies

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not as part of a digraph such

as oy, ay or ey) we change the y to an i and add es



Today we’re going to be thinking about some irregular plurals

The English language is very complicated, and there are always exceptions to every rule we learn!

These words are very tricky and we just have to learn them as we go. 
Don’t worry if you don’t always get it right!



Let’s meet some irregular nouns…

These words are irregular, which means that they do not follow a set spelling rule, we just 
have to learn how to turn them from the singular to the plural!

tomato tomatoes

When we change some nouns that end in o from 
singular to plural (such as hero, tomato or potato)

we have to add es.



These words are irregular, which means that they do not follow a set spelling rule, we just 
have to learn how to turn them from the singular to the plural!

Some nouns stay exactly the same!

fish fish sheep sheep

Let’s meet some irregular nouns…



These words are irregular, which means that they do not follow a set spelling rule, we just 
have to learn how to turn them from the singular to the plural!

Some nouns change completely!

mouse mice child children

Let’s meet some irregular nouns…



The soft, white sheep were 
grazing in the long grass.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a list of irregular nouns.
Your job is to write a sentence for each irregular noun, changing it from the singular to the plural.

When you’ve finished read through your work and highlight or underline all of the plural irregular nouns you have used.
Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing, capital letters, finger spaces and full stops!

I’d also like you to draw a picture of each plural noun to show that it is more than one!

Here is an example of what I am looking for:

sheep



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Thursday 7th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

All of the common words that we are going to be practising this week are plurals.
Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

clothes birds plants

trees eggs looks



Now let’s remind ourselves about what we have learned earlier 
this week about changing nouns from singular to plural…

A noun is a naming word. It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

When there is only one noun it is singular. When there is more than one noun it is plural.
To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s:

dog

dogs



But we also learned three rules…

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with 
f or fe (but not ff), 

we change the f or fe
to a v and add es

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a 

hissing, buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, 

ch or sh we add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not 
as part of a digraph such as 

oy, ay or ey) we change the y 
to an i and add es

watch

watches

puppy

wolves

wolf

puppies



And we met some irregular nouns

Sometimes the noun 
stays exactly the same

Sometimes if the noun 
ends in o we add es

Sometimes the noun
changes completely

tomato

tomatoes

mouse

sheep

sheep

mice



carrot

Today we’re going to use all of our knowledge about plurals to write a list

I am going shopping later today for some fruit and vegetables...

Can you change each noun below from the singular to the plural?

Write them in your book, and then see if you were right!

blueberry potato

banana

peach

pea

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://food.ndtv.com/ingredient/carrot-700973&psig=AOvVaw1eOGlcg89eh3h3nvZSEG78&ust=1588447110387000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJi11uGwk-kCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://food.ndtv.com/ingredient/carrot-700973&psig=AOvVaw1eOGlcg89eh3h3nvZSEG78&ust=1588447110387000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJi11uGwk-kCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


carrots

Did you get them all right?

blueberries potatoes

bananas

peaches

peas

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://food.ndtv.com/ingredient/carrot-700973&psig=AOvVaw1eOGlcg89eh3h3nvZSEG78&ust=1588447110387000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJi11uGwk-kCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://food.ndtv.com/ingredient/carrot-700973&psig=AOvVaw1eOGlcg89eh3h3nvZSEG78&ust=1588447110387000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJi11uGwk-kCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


My Shopping List

Two sweet, pink and white sugar mice,
Three loaves of soft, warm bread,
Six beautiful, stripy, woollen scarves,
Four teddies with dark, brown fur and green bobble hats.

Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a blank shopping list.
Your job is to write a list of things that you need to buy using plurals – you can shop for anything you like! 

Try to see if you can use all of the rules, and irregular nouns we have learned about this week.
When you’ve finished read through your list and highlight or underline all of the plural nouns you have used.

Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing and punctuation!
I’d also like to see you using amazing adjectives. Remember that with this kind of list we write one thing on each line.

Here is an example of what I am looking for:



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt


Friday 8th May 2020

There are a few exercises in today’s lesson that you might want to record in your work book as well as 
doing the accompanying worksheet. Look out for the pencil to see where they are!

Please write the date in your book and LO: Phonics Lesson before starting any activities in your books.



Let’s start with our common words…

All of the common words that we are going to be practising this week are plurals.
Remember you can use any of the four memory strategies we know to help us learn to spell new words.

Memory Strategies Explanations

I can listen to how many syllables there are in a word and 
then break it into smaller parts to help me remember it 
e.g. yes ter day

I can find the root word and then build my word up
e.g. falling = fall + ing

I can use words that I already know to help me by using 
the same spelling pattern
e.g. could, would, should

I can make up a sentence to help me remember a word
e.g. could/would/should = oh you lucky duck!  

people = people eat orange peel like elephants

1. Syllables

2. Base Words

3. Analogy

4. Mnemonics



This week’s common words are…

Read each of the words and clap the syllables.

If you’re finding any of the words difficult, think about which part is making it tricky 
for you to remember and see if one of our four memory strategies might be of help.

Once you’ve read them all and are happy, turn away from the screen and see if you 
can spell them by writing them in your book as an adult reads them out to you.

Check your work carefully and correct any mistakes by writing the words again next to the ones you got wrong.

clothes birds plants

trees eggs looks



Now let’s remind ourselves about what we have learned earlier 
this week about changing nouns from singular to plural…

A noun is a naming word. It could be the name of a person, place or thing.

When there is only one noun it is singular. When there is more than one noun it is plural.
To make most nouns plural we add the suffix s:

dog

dogs



But we also learned three rules…

Rule 2:
If the noun ends with 
f or fe (but not ff), 

we change the f or fe
to a v and add es

Rule 1:
If the noun ends in a 

hissing, buzzing or shushing 
sound such as s, ss, x, z, zz, 

ch or sh we add es

Rule 3:
If the noun ends with a y (not 
as part of a digraph such as 

oy, ay or ey) we change the y 
to an i and add es

watch

watches

puppy

wolves

wolf

puppies



And we met some irregular nouns

Sometimes the noun 
stays exactly the same

Sometimes if the noun 
ends in o we add es

Sometimes the noun
changes completely

tomato

tomatoes

mouse

sheep

sheep

mice



Dear Baby Bear,
When we go to the moon, we will need two cardboard box to fly in. 
Can you pack some space helmet and boot for us to wear? I’ll bring the 
tastiest picnic to eat on the moon. It will have apple, biscuit and fizzy, 
orange drink. We can share it with our teddy.
I hope we’ll see some aeroplane with passenger to wave at when we are 
on our adventure!
Love from
Miss Jenkins

Today we’re going to use all of our knowledge about 
plurals to write a letter to a character from a book

Can you change each noun highlighted in yellow in 
the letter below from the singular to the plural?

Write the letter out in your book and then see if you were right!



Did you get them all right?

Dear Baby Bear,
When we go to the moon, we will need two cardboard boxes to fly in. 
Can you pack some space helmets and boots for us to wear? I’ll bring 
the tastiest picnic to eat on the moon. It will have apples, biscuits and 
fizzy, orange drinks. We can share it with our teddies.
I hope we’ll see some aeroplanes with passengers to wave at when we 
are on our adventure!
Love from
Miss Jenkins



Now it’s your turn!

On today’s phonics worksheet you will find a blank letter.
Your job is to write a letter to a character from your favourite book using plurals. 

Imagine you are going on an adventure with that character and use the storyline of the book to help you with ideas.

When you’ve finished read through your letter and highlight or underline all of the plural nouns you have used.
Don’t forget simple things like using your neatest writing and punctuation!

You can use my letter to Baby Bear from Whatever Next! as an example.



Let’s finish with a game on Phonics Play!

Go to the Phonics Play website: https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/

Username: march20
Password: home

This week we’re 
going to play 

Pond Life Plurals!

Remind yourself of the plural rules and then click ‘next’.

Click on ‘start’ and the frog will jump off the lily pad to reveal a word. 
You need to decide how we are going to change that word from the singular to the plural by clicking on the correct lily pad.

Can you get 10 out of 10? 

https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/


Fantastic phonics work today!

There is a worksheet to accompany today’s lesson to go into your work books.
You can find it on the website: 

Strawberry Group Phonics Worksheets Week 3

You could also have a go at some more practical and hands on activities for this week by downloading: 

Strawberry Group Fun Phonics Activities Week 3
and even watch Monty trying them out on YouTube!

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLPcV1hPx4cgbGLm2dhXGOG9xgsWWRyEgt

